The realization of a complete tandem polymer solar cell under ambient conditions using only printing and coating methods on a flexible substrate comprises a fully scalable
process but also requires accurate control during layer formation to succeed. The serial process where one layer is added one after the other by wet processing leaves plenty of room for error and the process development calls for an analytical technique that enables 3-dimensional reconstruction of the layer stack with the possibility to probe thickness, density and chemistry of the individual layers in the stack. We present the use of ptychography on a complete 12layer solar cell stack and show how this technique provides the necessary insight to enable efficient development of inks and processes for the most critical layers in the tandem stack such as the recombination layer where solvent penetration in fully solution processed 12-layer stacks is critical in eleven of the steps.
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Introduction
Functionality of wet processed organic/inorganic multilayer stacks delicately relies on the quality of the individual layers in the stack and the robustness of previously processed layers to subsequently processed layers. The most extreme case is the fully wet processed polymer tandem solar cell that may comprise as many as 12-14 layers. [1] A defect in just one of the interfaces may completely overthrow the device functionality and lead to failure. Finding the cause for the failure requires nanoscopic insight into the sample itself. A laboratory study of a sub-set of the layers might be useful but the ultimate technique must encompass the possibility for detailed analysis of the entire stack in both its functional and non-functional form. Ideally the technique enables a complete 3-dimensional reconstruction of the sample with detailed insight into the thickness and chemistry of the individual layers of the stack. In addition to the analytical technique, several other tools must be developed or tailored to fit the purpose of studying film formation and extraction of unscathed excerpts from the multilayer stack for analysis.
The solution processed polymer and organic solar cell is a very good example of a device where functionality is deeply rooted in the stacking of layers with the multijunction organic solar cell representing the ultimate case. The field of organic solar cells has to a large extent been based upon the vision of fast production of large areas of solar cells at very low cost.
One of the means envisaged to achieve this is roll-to-roll (R2R) solution processing on flexible substrates. This has also been demonstrated although there is a large gap between the performance reached for very small area devices and devices with a practical size of square meters or more. The scalability has however been proven in a recent study where it was shown that serial connection on the km scale at total processing speeds in the m min -1 range for finished and laminated cells [2] was possible, allowing up to 10 kV from a 100 m long module with full scaling of the power extraction. The fact that samples of organic solar cell modules (10 x 14.2 cm 2 ) can be acquired by anyone free of charge [3, 4] also illustrates a cost level approaching what was originally envisaged. The low cost has been achieved through use of the previously reported Flextrode substrate [2, 5] dispensing with the otherwise commonly employed indium tin oxide electrode (ITO), accompanied by careful optimization of the process conditions using tools such as life cycle analysis [6] to bring down the amount of material and energy used in the process.
However, the performance of the organic solar cell is still not at the desired level. Although efficiencies of up to 12 % have been achieved for small scale laboratory devices [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , these results have been obtained using rigid glass substrates, expensive and scarce ITO for the transparent electrode and by use of processing methods which are not directly transferable to large scale production. For R2R processed solar cells on flexible substrates the performance is in the 2-4% range [12] for large area devices -a consequence of the difficulties involved in the precise processing of a multilayer stack on a flexible, moving substrate.
One way to increase the efficiency of solar cells is to use complementary light absorbing materials, each absorbing a specific part of the solar spectrum, working in tandem as a multi-junction. [13] [14] [15] This allows for absorption of a broader part of the solar spectrum and in theory a larger conversion efficiency, but also requires current matching of the different junctions as well as a demand for efficient recombination layers between the sub-cells. The recombination layers must act both as charge selective layers in the individual junctions as well as good media for combining opposing charges from the adjacent junctions in order to minimize current loss. Polymer tandem solar cells have been reported on several occasions but only very few have been using R2R or R2R compatible processing. [16] [17] [18] [19] Polymer tandem solar cells often consist of 10-14 distinct layers, all of which have to be continuous and homogeneous in thickness. Especially on flexible substrates this constitutes an enormous challenge as each layer should not only be processed with high accuracy and uniformity, but are also required to be able to sustain subsequent flexing. Andersen et al. recently demonstrated such roll-coated architecture achieving 1.3% efficiency using double sided illumination of a flexible P3HT:PCBM|P3HT:PCBM tandem cell [18] and although this is an impressive result on a flexible substrate the double junction did not exceed the single junction with respect to efficiency which is the primary goal of tandem cells and it was clear that more powerful techniques were needed for the process and stack development.
In this report we present the use of in situ X-ray structural characterization during coating, excerption of the entire multilayer stack using Focused Ion Beam milling (FIB) and high resolution X-ray phase contrast imaging (known as ptychography) of 12-layer polymer tandem solar cells on flexible ITO-free substrates using complementary low and high band gap polymers. The methodology allowed us to efficiently develop the coating and drying process for each layer thus enabling successful wet processing under ambient conditions of all layers yielding large area flexible tandem solar cells.
Results and Discussion

Roll processing and roll-2-roll analysis
First attempts at roll processing of the complete tandem solar cell stack on flexible substrates proved unsuccessful, with solar cells functioning as single junctions as result.
Visual inspection during coating gave indications that the integrity of the recombination layer might be compromised during coating by solvent penetration from the overlying layers. To overcome this problem, we needed to develop the process for the multilayer stack and an analytical technique enabling careful study of the film formation while in progress.
Until now, most studies on films for organic electronics are studies ex situ such that the relevant film or interface is created in an experimental setup where the study is possible.
This reductionistic approach proved to be insufficient in our case and we had to develop a small R2R coating machine such that the mechanism of multilayer film formation could be studied in situ using X-rays during deposition of one layer on top of the next. This was realized by further development of a previously developed R2R X-ray scattering apparatus [20] such that it was possible to actually coat the film and study it using X-ray scattering while drying as shown in Therefore, GISAXS patterns of each layer were obtained in situ during coating conducted at a controlled distance from the X-ray probe point, allowing measurement at a position with a constant wet-layer thickness.
We found that we could detect the crystalline signal (100 reflection) from the lamellar recrystallizes with evaporation of the chlorobenzene, but redistribution of material throughout the recombination layer, surely leads to device failure. By coating the stack with a layer of butanol, which is not a solvent for the underlying layers, we tested that the elimination of P3HT diffraction is not due to the presence of a wet layer alone (bottom right in Figure 1 ).
Having established the catastrophic failure mechanism by solvent penetration during coating, we proceeded to investigate potential improvements of the solvent resistance of the intermediate recombination layer. One of the most challenging parts of manufacturing multilayer coated devices using only wet processing lies with the ability to keep the individual layers separate. Moreover, keeping the layers thin enough to allow a high transparency and a good conductivity and still using optimal solvent combinations for the active layer blends for both top and bottom sub cells in a tandem stack, increases the difficulty further.
Experiments with an additional Clevious P VP AL 4083 PEDOT:PSS layer succeeded, yielding functional tandem solar cell stacks on a flexible substrate. This combination using two PEDOT:PSS types and a zinc oxide layer as a recombination layer presumably has a better solvent resistance, allowing the fabrication of working tandem cells, while keeping the optical and electrical performance high. This intermediate layer, together with a range of other combinations were previously reported, [18] however with homo-cell tandem devices, illuminated from both front and bottom side, leading to the transparency of the recombination layer not being probed. Herein we demonstrate the performance which can be achieved with single sided illumination, where the true nature of the tandem cell is employed, with the high band gap front cell absorbing the high energy photons and the low band gap back cell absorbing the low energy photons, using only R2R compatible methods and materials. One of these cells was analyzed by high resolution X-ray phase contrast imaging, as discussed below.
Ptychographic X-ray imaging of a multilayer stack
Ptychography was developed for electron diffraction by Hoppe in 1969 [21] [22] [23] as a method for improving spatial resolution beyond the limitations of probe size, and has subsequently been adapted for visible light [24] and X-ray microscopy. [25] The principle of ptychography is to collect the far-field diffraction patterns from the sample, illuminated by a localized coherent probe in a large number of overlapping steps, thus introducing a redundancy in the data set by oversampling, which is exploited to recover the phase information by iterative algorithms. Since the first theoretical work of Hoppe, the practical implementations awaited solutions to the computational problems of collecting, handling and analysing the large volumes of data that are required. [26, 27] With this method, we obtain the complex-valued projections of phase shifts through an extended sample, i.e. the usual requirement of coherent diffractive imaging that the entire sample is illuminated by the coherent beam, is lifted. By combining phase projections from different angles, we obtain the threedimensional distribution of X-ray refractive indices which is directly related to electron density. [28] After the first practical demonstrations with hard X-rays, the development has been rapid and widespread and the technique is now available at many synchrotron beam lines. The penetration of hard X-rays allows a versatility of the technique that lends itself to material science while providing the capability for 3D imaging at very high spatial resolution [29] and the first applications in this field has recently appeared. [30, 31] Sample preparation is critical for the success of the approach and today it is possible to robustly make excerpts from a flexible organic film using FIB. Because of the small spatial extent (250 nm) of the highly coherent X-ray beam used for ptychographic illumination, [32] the sample must be relatively small to avoid exceedingly long data acquisition time for the many overlapping projections. The FIB technique allows the preparation of a sample prism, cut out from the actual completed solar cell, of a few microns in side length, ideal for 3D imaging. The sample can be manipulated in the FIB microscope and fixed to a macroscopic sample holder for tomography. The functional tandem solar cell devices were prepared on a previously reported mini roll coater. [33, 34] X-ray ptychographic tomography were performed on a sample of the tandem cell stack to resolve the many layers of the tandem cell stack and confirm the limited mixing between the individually coated layers. The use of the X-ray ptychography technique allowed a high spatial resolution of the layers, as seen by the reconstructed projection shown in Figure 2A .
This powerful analytical tool combined with the in situ analysis of the film formation using GISAXS was thus used to develop the process of the full coated and printed organic tandem solar cells comprising 12 layers ( Figure 2B ). The good performance of the device, based on the Flextrode substrate [5] is remarkable, considering the highly porous structure of the silver front electrode ( Figure 2C ). The 3D analysis shows however, that the structure is efficiently filled by rotary screen printed PEDOT:PSS, forming a smooth surface for the coating of the subsequent layers ( Figure 2C,D) .
The materials used in these studies for tandem preparation and analysis (Figure 3A) are the high band gap polymer P1 and the low band gap polymer P2 together with the acceptor molecule PCBM. The polymers P1 and P2 have an optical band gap of 1.97 eV and 1.45 eV, respectively. Because the transmission of the Flextrode substrate is lower for the longer wavelength light ( Figure 3C,D) , the optimum band gap combination, as described by Ameri et al., is moved, requiring either a higher high band gap material or a tailoring of the high band gap sub-cell thickness.
Device performance
The performance of the tandem cells presented herein ( Figure 3B) shows a high efficiency when compared to the efficiency of the produced single junction reference cells based on the two polymers used as high and low band gap sub-cells. The efficiency may seem low compared to the present 11-12 % records for the OPV field, [11] showed a performance ranging from 2.4% to 2.67% indicating a strong reproducibility and solvent resistance quality in the coated stack. In total 60 cells were coated, with 10 % of the cells tested. The tested cells were chosen evenly along the coated stripe to sample the performance within the full batch.
Conclusion
A fully roll coated tandem polymer solar cell has been shown, fabricated using only large scale compatible processes on flexible substrate and with a performance which surpasses the performance of the reference cells produced from the individual polymers. We showed with in situ X-ray structural characterization of the coating process that the exact formulation of the intermediate recombination layer is critical for preserving the structural integrity of the bottom sub cell and thus the performance of the device. The successful formation of all the layers was documented with high resolution X-ray phase contrast imaging of the completed multilayer stack.
Experimental
Materials used
P3HT and PCBM were purchased from Plextronic and Merck or Solenne BV., respectively.
P1 and P2 were synthesized in house via Stille coupling by known routes of synthesis first reported by Hou et al. [35] and Carlé et al. [36] . PEDOT:PSS Clevious P VP AL 4083 and PEDOT:PSS Clevious F010 were purchased from Heraeus Materials GmbH.
Inks
Inks for the polymer blends were made by mixing polymer and PCBM and adding solvents. P1:PCBM ink was made in a 5:10 mg ml -1 solution of chlorobenzene for tandem coating and 8:16 mg/ml for reference cells. P2:PCBM ink was made in a 8:12 mg ml -1 solution of chloroform for tandem coating and 16:24 mg ml -1 for reference cells. PEDOT:PSS 4083 was mixed with isopropanol in a 1:2 volume ratio. F010 used as compatibilizer for PEDOT:PSS 4083 was mixed with isopropanol in a 1:4 volume ratio (and referred to as F40 in the text) and F010 used as hole conducting electrode was mixed with isopropanol in a 2:1 volume ratio (referred to as F20). Zinc Oxide (ZnO) ink was prepared as described in Hagemann et al. [37] 
Device Fabrication
Tandem cell devices were fabricated on preprinted Flextrode substrate, with a series of coatings consisting of (1) front cell (high-bandgap) coated from P1 ink at 13 µm wet layer thickness (2) PEDOT:PSS F40 wetting layer ink at 8 µm wet layer thickness (3) PEDOT:PSS 4083 hole selective layer at 23 µm wet layer thickness (4) Zinc oxide layer at 5 µm wet layer thickness (5) back cell (low-bandgap) P2 ink at 15 µm wet layer thickness.
The cells were completed with (6) PEDOT:PSS F40 wetting layer ink at 8 µm wet layer thickness, (7) PEDOT:PSS 4083 hole selective layer at 23 µm wet layer thickness, (8) PEDOT:PSS F20 top electrode with a wet thickness of 38 µm, and (9) silver top electrode flexographically printed with a web speed of 1.3 m min -1 . A full table of coating parameters and estimated dry thicknesses can be found in the Supporting Information, together with images of the cells from front and rear.
Reference single junction cells were fabricated using similar conditions, with the Flextrode substrate and a wet layer coating thickness of 14 µm and 12 µm for P1 and P2, respectively.
After coating of the active layer, the cell was finished with layers 6-9.
X-ray scattering experiments
In situ small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments during coating of the device layers were carried out on a custom SAXS setup, using a rotating anode as source, operated at 40 kV, 40 mA in fine focus (200 µm source size), focused and monochromatized (wavelength 1.5418 Å) by a 2D multilayer, and collimated by 3 pinholes to a 1 mm beam diameter at the sample. The sample was illuminated at a position close to the drying front in a series of 100 s exposures while the substrate was moved from one roll to the other at a speed of 0.5 m min -1 , at 0.35° X-ray incidence angle. The SAXS data were acquired with a 2D delay line gas proportional detector. [38] For the ptychographic imaging, experiments were conducted at the P06 beam line at PETRA III in Hamburg with an intensity of 8*10 6 photons s -1 in a 250 nm beam, focused by silicon nano-focusing lenses [39] with a 2.0 m sample-detector distance. Ptychography projections were taken at 90 projections over 180° projection angles with a 4.1 x 1.8 µm field of view and an approximately 22 min. accumulation period per projection with 560 overlapping illuminations. We used the ptychographic reconstruction software provided at the P06 beam line, implemented by Robert Hoppe. The tomographic reconstruction was done with MATLAB® code developed by Manuel Guizar-Sicairos. [28] manuscript. K. T. S. Thydén prepared the sample excerpts for ptychography using FIB. M. Coating report for the tandem cells, including speed, temperature, wet thickness and estimated dry thickness of the coated films. 
